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Old Hunter, Short Handgun 

 

Pandemonium erupts instantly after someone cries out that Nang Boon got bit in the head by a 

king cobra. Everybody and their mother rush headfirst from their house to get to the scene. 

Questions fly off like a flock of forest birds at the sound of a gunshot piercing silence. The people 

form a compact mass at the three-way intersection in the center of the village. Almost everybody 

from the sixty-something households is present, every face panic-glazed. A situation that repeats 

itself, that proceeds abnormally, has driven them together once again in anxiety, impromptu. 

“At the far end of Old Win’s cassava field at the foot of the mountain. She was face down 

on top of her basket of la-ngok mushroom buds she’d just picked. All of them crushed and smashed 

to bits,” breathlessly explains Xiang Kanta, visibly terrified. The twenty-four-year-old who was 

the first to see Nang Boon’s corpse says he was taking his cows to feed on the bamboo grass that 

grew dense at the end of the cassava field. After tying the ropes in place he headed uphill to the 

forest for some foraging, in case the spirits of the mountain would favor him with a big patch of 

la-ngok mushrooms, as he hadn’t had anything to eat all morning. His wish was granted. Just a 

few steps along a rocky cleft and there, he caught a glimpse of creamy yellow la-ngok mushroom 

buds packing the entire cleft like tiny chicken eggs. He hurried to pick them up, all while glancing 

up and behind his shoulder for fear of some other forager coming upon him and taking his share. 

But after a while of filling his makeshift cloth pouch with mushrooms, his ears picked up a rattling 

sound of something. He wasn’t quite sure if it was an actual sound from some living creature or a 

figment of his imagination. A held breath later, he heard a woman’s scream loud and clear. One 

sudden, brief scream. Then silence. Xiang Kanta, squatting still, playing it back in his mind, 

strained his ears in the direction he reckoned the scream came from. But nothing more came. He 
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continued picking mushrooms until his pouch was filled, and left that rocky overhang. As he 

walked downhill along a crevice, at intervals his ears kept picking up on that strange rattling sound, 

but he didn’t think much of it. He made it to Old Win’s cassava field, which was marked by furrows 

stretching as far as the eye could see. The cassava plants, fresh from the rain, were sprouting dark 

purple-green leaves, a happy sight for the owner. Xiang Kanta was walking along a raised strip of 

red earth when he caught sight of the body of a senior in her early fifties splayed face-down on top 

of a basket of la-ngok mushrooms, now scattered all over the red path, probably from her falling 

smack to the ground. She didn’t just lie atop her basket; part of her body also fell on a leafy branch 

of jik tree (Siamese sal) full of innumerable red weaver ants. Xiang Kanta rushed to the body and 

flipped it over, thinking she might be one of the old women from the village. He had a bad feeling 

as he sprinted to her rescue that she might have walked the mushroom forest to exhaustion and 

fainted, that maybe the elderly woman had diabetes or hypertension like his mom. But once he 

flipped the body over and saw the pale, purplish face with blood trickling from the nostrils and no 

sign of breath, Xiang Kanta was completely taken aback. He quickly laid the corpse back down, 

looked this way and that, then haltingly got to his feet and pondered, Her body was still warm, it 

probably hadn’t been too long since she passed. That face, which kept getting darker, made it hard 

to recognize who she was. Only when he peered at it did he realize this was Auntie Boon, a distant 

relative of his. He searched, unsuccessfully, for wounds in her arms and legs. But when he took 

the straw hat off her head, Xiang Kanta was staggered to find black blood flowing from her head 

of silver hair. “King cobra!” he let out through viscous saliva, which he pushed down his throat. 

In that moment it dawned on him what had transpired. Fear rushed to his chest, suffocating it. The 

rattle similar to the ribbit of a frog rang in his memory, recalling in turn a neighbor’s flight from 
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death several days earlier. Xiang Kanta left Auntie Boon’s corpse and hightailed it to the village 

proper as if jet engines were strapped to his feet. 

“Ain’t nothing strange about it… That’s the area they used to live in, you all know that,” 

interjects village elder Grandpa Tongsa amid the cacophony, a knowing swagger in his voice. 

“The folks I brought from Khok Sa-nga village caught quite a few of them back when I 

was preparing the land for the cassava field,” says Old Win, apprehensive. “Didn’t see any when 

I was planting the cassava. What cave could it come from? Or is it a ghost snake?” 

“It’s a big ass mountain. What, you think it’d be coming out your noseholes?” a teenager 

blurts out in jest. The crowd guffaws. 

“I’ma kick you in the mouth, whichever one of you said that… So what are we gonna do, 

Grandpa? I’m at my wits’ end. Won’t dare get close to the cassava field anymore, all sixty rai of 

it. I’m fucked. What if it’s both a ghost snake and a real snake, what am I gonna do?” Old Win 

grumbles. 

“Better have Bak Don, the one who married into Khok Sa-nga village, catch and sell it to 

his relatives. Ain’t nothing complicated,” says Nang Pin, who used to work in Pattaya and is now 

accused of being a lady for hire. Some agree with her, but a critical mass of elders in the three-

way intersection make faces and gestures in objection, saying a man whose pubes just grew the 

other day like Bak Don probably doesn’t have the wits to deal with these king cobras. Sure he’s 

been living out in Khok Sa-nga for some years, but who knows if he’s ever handled a snake. Best 

to leave it to someone who’s lived in the village long term and fought with snakes many times 

over. Since the first rain in May of this year, five, six people in the village have already died by 

the bite of a king cobra. Auntie Boon is the seventh. Now that Auntie Boon’s died, and died in the 

same manner as all the others before her—with a lethal bite on the head—everybody in the village 
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shudders in fear, because they have to stoop down on the ground one way or another, be it to plant 

the crops, plow the fields, pick the mushrooms, prowl for birds, pounce on frogs. Before you know 

it, you’re face to face with one of them. What can we do to survive that, unless we exterminate 

them today. Everybody joins in serious discussion, multiple rounds of it, after the burial of Auntie 

Boon that afternoon. 

The king cobras vanished eight to nine years ago; they returned to propagate after the 

villagers’ cassava and rubber fields shot up and grew ripe for harvest. When the fields become a 

lush, dense forest in their own right, snakes as well as other animals don’t pick and choose what 

kind of forest to propagate in. Natural forest or cash crop forest works equally well for their growth. 

There’s been many a time when folks get chased off by king cobras and must run away in all 

directions. Some who go foraging in the woods don’t come back out alive. One who steps on a 

nest of theirs, breaking the eggs they’re so protective of into a yolky mess, will be hunted down 

relentlessly. Anyone who has the gall to off their offspring, the same shall be exacted of them—

that means life and life only. In the ongoing public discussion, people still argue over the best 

candidate to deal with this issue. Many teenagers have volunteered, but they’re woefully 

inexperienced. Look at their faces—you’ll find lots of junkies and drunkards. Of the remaining 

brave and more or less drug-free young men, you won’t find a single one with the potential 

intelligence and cunning to match the instincts of those vipers. Plus, legend has it, according to 

those who’ve been chased off before, that they are no ordinary king cobras: they have supernatural 

shape-shifting powers, too. So this weighs even more heavily on everyone. Finally, some people 

propose that it must be an old man with magic charms who’s braved the jungle, caught or killed a 

snake, or at least been a hunter in the past. If he can get rid of the snakes, the village will reward 

him generously. At that point, Bak Don, the one who married into Khok Sa-nga village, the most 
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famous community of king cobra handlers in the country, shows up and joins the conversation. 

Questions are thrown his way by those who don’t support appointing an old man to do this job, 

and Bak Don answers every question to their satisfaction. He has caught king cobras multiple 

times. Has some level of expertise. Can’t promise that he will catch or kill all the snakes, but if 

given the opportunity he’ll do his best. 

As soon as he receives an endorsement, the other group instantly closes ranks around their 

old-man proposal. A ruckus ensues, cut short by the sound of gunfire into the sky. A voice says, 

Bak Don can go, but me and my fellows refuse to give him our guns. You want to carry a mallet 

or a lash to hunt down snakes, be my guest. It’s a den of king cobras. We’ll see how many you can 

really get with your bare hands. With that, all the folks that are pro-Bak Don can only acquiesce. 

They have no choice but to shut their mouths and make way for those people, since not a single 

one of Bak Don’s supporters owns a weapon nearly as deadly as a gun. 

Although the tense atmosphere has somewhat dissipated, no one has shown their face and 

stepped forward to be the slayer of the kings of snakes. Meanwhile, Grandpa Tongsa is crowing 

about how people back in the day hunted king cobras, with the grandkids’ generation as his 

audience. He tells them of one of those hunters who was especially skilled, who caught cobras and 

king cobras as easily as one would pluck earthworms for a fishing hook. 

“Who has ever caught king cobras that easily, Grandpa?” asks a teenager, incredulous. 

“Me, that’s who,” Grandpa Tongsa retorts, sticking out his chest. “I’m gonna go catch them 

myself. I’m gonna go with Xiang Kanta my youngest. All you all newborns and latergrowns have 

no idea of the extent of my hunter’s savvy. You all don’t even know that I’m the most skilled of 

them all in this village,” he says, turning his face in the gun-toters’ direction. Those people nod in 

acknowledgment, eyes gloating. 
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“Oh, is that so? When just your paddy ridge got breached by sunbeam snakes, you couldn’t 

even handle it. Don’t be courting death now, Grandpa,” Nang Pin remarks in bitter contempt. Her 

paddy is close to the old talker’s, and her house sits next to his. That’s why she is all too familiar 

with Grandpa Tongsa’s playbook. 

“None of your damn business, you whore… I’ve crossed a hundred and one hills and seven 

seas, and now this? Ain’t nothing I can’t handle,” Grandpa Tongsa scolds, glaring at Nang Pin like 

he’s going to tear into her jugular. He makes an effort to calm down and avoid further back and 

forth with her. He has the upper hand right now, no? To appear trustworthy, the old man cracks a 

smile to anyone who’ll look as if to say that what he said a moment ago was just a joke, no intention 

to insult her in any way. Nang Pin, meanwhile, is gritting her teeth and visibly seething, until a 

throat-clearing sound rises in the gun-toting group. As a result, she slowly softens her demeanor 

to limpness even as her heart continues to burn like a bonfire. 

“All right, let’s have Grandpa Tongsa tackle this issue. I’m worried about my cassava field. 

Sunk a lot of money into it. If them snakes keep roaming, my investments will surely come to 

nothing,” Old Win concludes the discussion, leaving in frustration the people who wanted Bak 

Don who’s married into Khok Sa-nga village to take charge of this mission. 

Grandpa Tongsa returns home and gets started on the prep work for the hunt. As he packs 

a knapsack and tells his son Xiang Kanta to put the cows back in the pens for the day, his son 

winces at the confirmation that they’re the ones to tackle the village’s big issue. Recalling the dark 

purplish face of Auntie Boon makes his hair stand on end. He once saw a king cobra many years 

ago, saw it without it seeing him. This snake species has an exceptional sense of smell. By smelling 

they can follow their prey anywhere. Any prey that enters their territory leaves a scent which they 

use to later track it down with ease. That day, it raised its neck, erect above a rocky overhang up 
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the wind. He was hiding downwind. The distance between them, he estimated, was about fifteen 

meters. The wind was considerably strong due to it being the cold season. This set-up meant that 

the one upwind could not pick up on the scent of the one downwind. His luck. 

Xiang Kanta spied the formidable bearing of the other in silence, his heart pounding in 

excitement. King Cobra was flicking his tongue and kept his neck upright like a rishi’s walking 

cane. His upper half, raised above the rocky overhang, was patterned grey and black. His belly, 

light yellow. His head segmented like the rind of a sugar apple. His eyes sharp and small. His ways 

cold and cruel. He was probably chasing after something. The mountain back then was teeming 

with boars. Those Fat Fangses had no fear of king cobras, but would not dare them to a head-on 

fight, either. Boars ranked among the best thieves of the hills, their jaws nipping everything in 

their path, no matter plant or animal. Maybe one of them intruded on a king cobra’s nest, upsetting 

the latter, who raised his neck at the ready to strike down on Fat Fangs’s thick skin. But most likely 

the thief was already gone, way down toward the Mekong, leaving Sugar Apple Head here all 

alone to hover in vengeful hatred. 

The son does try to put the brakes on the dad’s foolhardiness, but the old man lashes out 

screaming, What a waste of a hunter’s son, comparing him to the five dogs waggling their tails 

under the house’s raised floor, ready as always to run behind his old ass no matter what hill and 

knoll he trudges up to. They are not hunting dogs, just mongrels born out of street dogs’ sexual 

free-for-all, and yet they’re braver than his own youngest son. A bit later the gun owner drops by 

the house to bring them a long shotgun and a short handgun. Nothing the two didn’t used to carry, 

but what they used to have got taken by the police years ago. A pretty heart-wrenching loss, but 

he could only watch the guns go out of sight, longingly, with mouth agape. Looking at the guns of 

the pal with the wherewithal to get them registered, stroking them with wrinkled hands, he delights 
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in the touch as if he was caressing his wife’s body in her younger years. The dad fancies the 

shotgun but can’t seem to carry the weight; time has sucked away much of his strength. The son 

grabs the short handgun. Stroking it, his mind bounces back from cowardice; a strange rush of 

courage fills his spirit; Xiang Kanta starts to believe in himself again. He used to carry his dad’s 

guns, but that was him as a spring chicken. Defenseless flying lemurs and palm civets would bow 

to him and his gun, but once it came to a herd of over a dozen Fat Fangses, he had to drop it and 

run up a tree. Thinking of that now makes him chuckle at himself. The man approaching the fateful 

twenty-fifth year of life turns to his senior and gazes deep in his eyes. If he can measure up to just 

one half of this spirited old man, his life and lineage won’t be a waste. 

But neither gets what they want. The situation dictates that the son be saddled with the 

shotgun, while the wrinkled old man has to go with the handgun. The deciding muscle doesn’t 

correspond to the inner feeling. Before going down the house steps, the old man rummages up the 

notebook where he scribbled the spell to protect from serpents. Actually he can still recite it from 

memory; he’s just afraid he might forget the steps. Finally, the indispensable: the bulbs. Two kinds 

of anti-snake bulbs exist. The first is waan ngu (ngu means snake), which shoots up like a shallot 

with leaves shaped like spider lily leaves but smaller. The bulb is the size of a big toe. Of course 

the old man planted it all around the house to ward off snakes. He didn’t take much care of it, 

though, so most of the bulbs died off; just two clumps remain. This bulb does not cure snake 

venom; it only counteracts the effects and stalls the venom’s rush to the heart long enough to bring 

the person out of the forest for treatment by a dharma healer specifically versed in how to use 

Mongoose Phlegm leaves and magic spells. But that’s no longer necessary is it, now that one can 

dial 1669 and be rushed for a serum injection in no time. The second is waan tone (tone means to 

endure), a very rare wild herb native to the Phu Phaan mountain range. Back in the day, Communist 
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insurgents ingested it for impenetrable skin. It provides a level of protection against venomous 

fangs and jaws, but on one condition: in the middle of danger, no matter from bullet tips or animal 

fangs, never pee it out. Not even when you have to go so desperately that your barrel’s about to 

explode. The moment urine is discharged, so is the bulb’s potency. If you ingest it and can’t hold 

it down, then it’s every man for himself. Waan tone is the size of a ping-pong ball, round and 

rough-textured like a ballsack of purple yam extending its vines on house fences. This kind of bulb 

is easy to grow, no need for much attention, but everybody who grows it will irrevocably be sunk 

in poverty. Even if they come from the most impressive wealth, they will be left with nothing to 

their person, because much of it will be tied to objects of no worth and value, or sucked into the 

void of desire that resides in their own heart. As for Grandpa Tongsa, he’s got nothing bigger or 

better than a common villager, still poor and deprived; stuck in magic spells and tedious old tales; 

behind the times, behind any developments that have occurred in the village; arrogant and 

constantly insulting toward neighbors like Nang Pin. Most of the elderly folks know his 

background to an extent. He was once a conscripted soldier. He often talks a big game about his 

tour of duty in Vietnam alongside his eldest brother, and how seasoned he is in fighting a foe. But 

no one knows whether or not the deeds he’s bragging about actually happened. Because of his 

stubborn braggadocio, he became a target of contempt from a segment of the population, driving 

a wedge of deep resentment that is difficult to reach and address. 

Dad and Son walk down the house steps with determination from within. Their eyes, which 

show themselves to the public, shine more sharply than the days before. Old folks in the same 

generation entrust the pair with their hopes. Some of the women in their postmenopausal to golden 

years give the dad and son a big round of applause as they walk past their respective houses. The 

nieces and nephews and grandchildren of these women, knowing fuck all, dance like little monkeys 
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to cheer on the passersby. Grandpa Tongsa, aged seventy-five, trudges forward showing a solemn 

and prideful smile along the main street of the village. Xiang Kanta the Son, meanwhile, walks 

behind him with the shotgun and the knapsack slung over the shoulder. Although the dad and son 

are a far cry from each other in age, there is something in their posture, the other group viscerally 

feels, that binds them together: they’re similarly laughable. But the people in that group do not say 

it out loud; they keep their choice words lashing inside, cursing father and son to die dishonored 

like cornered dogs that float water-swollen along the Mekong, full of maggots boring through their 

flesh and with thick-billed crows fighting to tear them in strips. The sooner they fall from grace, 

the better. The five dogs follow in formation. Every moment of their parade, other village dogs 

bark and snarl at the five, but none dare come out to fight. Because every village dog is well-

familiar with their virulence: the five fight as a pack, perfectly coordinated and ruthless to the point 

of notoriety. 

(End of excerpt) 
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(End of excerpt at the end of paragraph on the left page) 


